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ABSTRACT

LAJ

C Methods of Mechanized indexing (subject indexing by
< ~ computer) which have been proposed are systematically summarized.

__- Every suggested method consists of some document preparation
SC/:)

C o process (mostly or wholly mechanical) followed by the application
of indexing rules to the prepared document. A comprehensive
o document preparation is described from which proposed methods

can be derived by selection. It includes full text input,

"document place" (title, abstract, etc.) marking, sentenceIand paragraph marking, pronoun replacement and other syntactic
marking. It also includes addition of "thesaurus" headings,

position numbers, weighted frequencies, "closely associated"
%expressions, importance measures, and reference information.

(Some questions are raised about some of these preparation

procedures). Three kinds of indexing rules are then distin-

- guished and illustrated.

Several general comments on mechanized indexing include

S remarks on the argument that good mechanized indexing is not
feasible, and the argument that mechanized indexing has the
advantage, compared to human indexing, of consistency.

Some problems of testing mechanized (or any other)

indexing quality by the quality of the retrieval it permits
are described. "Index duplication" studies are suggested as

an alternative kind of empirical investigation of mechanized

indexing methods.

A Postscript raises a question about mechanized
indexing which is of broader social significance.
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1. Introduction

Most or all retrieval systems for scientific documents

require subject indexing; the exceptions are text searching

systems, which are still experimental. (Swanson,a;Kehl). "Subject

indexing'here means the assignment to a document of words or

phrases, indicating its content, which can be used later to aid

searching. Familiar illustrations are the listing of a document

under subject headings or class names in a card catalogue or

book-form subject index. Mechanized retrieval systems also

usually use subject indexing. For example, in a pharmaceuti-

cal retrieval system using a punched card sorter for searching,

one of the documents is represented by the index term set:

skin, mycobacteria, bone, vaccination, therapy, humans, tuber-

culosis, bacteria, wounds and injuries, infection, toxicity,

children.

In many or most such systems the indexing is done by

subject specialists. Such people are in short supply and are

relatively expensive. One estimate is that subject indexing

accounts for about three quarters of the cost of operating a

retrieval system.

Accordingly in recent years a number of methods have

been proposed for subject indexing by computer (mechanized

indexing). Most of these techniques require that the full

texts of document:3 ne !n Lu-ichine-readable form. At present this

usually requires keypunching -Hhich is more expensive than a

specialist's indexing effort. But the study of mechanized

indexing methods presupposes the development of print readers

which will machine text economically, and/or the increasing
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use of printing processes which produce a machine-readable text

as a by-product.

This paper summarizes the proposed methods of mechanized

indexing with some comments, and then discusses the question of

how the effectiveness of such methods can be empirically studied.

2. Document Preparation

Each mechanized indexing method envisions preparing the

document text in various ways, mostly by computer, and then using

the prepared text as the input to some kind of indexing rules.

This section describes a comprehensive text preparation from

which any preparation that has been actually proposed can be

derived by selection. In the course of the exposition some presently

unsolved problems of mechanized preparation are indicated.

We begin with the input of full text, including distinctive

codes for special symbols such as integral signs, chemical reaction

arrows, etc.. Codes are also used to represent upper case, italics,

boldface, different print-sizes (e.g. smaller print is 'soM~timer

used by an author for material he regards as subsidiary), etc..

Subscripts, superscripts, and any other such devices are recorded.

New line beginnings and indentations (as for new paragraphs) are

represented, as are other spaces (such as those usually separating

a heading from surrounding text). Material which does not occur

in an obvious sequence with the rest of the document, such as

textual material accompanying figures and footnotes, is distinctively

coded and placed in some standard position, e.g. after the rest

of the text.
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Each word and non-verbal text expression (e.g. an integral

sign) is marked with its "document place". This might be title,

abstract or summary, heading, main text, footnote, expressions

in a figure, references etc. (Oswaldet nil)(2.).The "document places"

might not be specific enough. For instance, should a last para-

graph beginning "In conclusion", a section labelled "abstract",

and a brief summary above the title all be labelled "abstract"?

Should distinctions be made between headings and sub-headings,

etc., between expressions in a figure (e.g. a table) and expres-

sions labelling the figure, and so on.

These questions'shade into the problems of how to identify

document places mechanically. These problems have not been

much discussed. To avoid such complications, document places

can be marked by human editing before machine input. To the

extent that they are not given unambiguous rules, the editors

will also be uncertain.

The text is marked with paragraph and sentence divisions.

Some document places, such as title, headings, and references,

might be exempted from such marking. The paragraph and sentence

marking might be done mechanically. But ".... even with the

aid of a dozen different tests performed by the machine, the

true end of a sentence cannot be determined with certainty",

(Luhn,b). Alternatively human pre-editing might add paragraph

and sentence marks.

To each pronoun its antecedent is added. This includes

not only pronouns such as "it" and "they", but also expressions

such as "this condition" and "these results", and abbreviations
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such as "the S group". Pronoun replacement might also be

extended to cases such as the following: the expression "the

gland" is short for"the adrenal gland" in a paper on that

organ (Harris). Decisions have to be made about just how far

to carry such expansions of compressed reference. For example,

suppose that a complicated therapeutic treatment is described

in a lengthy passage, aid then later in the paper the expres-

Sion" the treated patients" occurs?

Even if clear-cut general decisions have been made about

what replacements are wanted, the problems of how to accomplish

them mechanically have not yet been solved. For instance, inter-

sentence pronoun-antecedent relations still present difficulties

even for simpler abbreviations such as "it" and "thAs bondition'.

Syntactic information is added to the text words. Each

word is marked with its part of speech, and more generally each

sentence is marked with its syntactic structure. These processes

have been mechanized with great, but not yet total, success (e.g.

Kuno and Oettinger).

Each sentence is next "kernelized"(Harris). "Kernelization"

needs some explanation. There are a few kernel sentence types

(in English at least), mostly of forms NV,NVN, NVPN, NVNPN,

N is N, N is A, and N is PN. (Here N,V,P, and A mean noun,verb,

preposition, and adjective). Several of these can be combined

by transformations. For example, N is A can be transformed to

the noun phrase AN and substituted in NVPN to give ANVPN. Ker-

nelization is the unraveling of a sentence into its constituent
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kernels and transformations. For example, the sentence "The

optical rotatory power of proteins is very sensitive to the

experimental conditions under which it is measured, particularly

the wavelength of light which is used" is analysed into the

following kernels: the power is rotatory/the rotation is optical/

the power is of proteins/the power is very sensitive to the

conditions/ the conditions are experimental/ the power is

measured under the conditions ("which" is associated with this

kernel as a "connector")/ the power is very sensitive to the

wavelength ("particularly" is a "connector" of this kernel)/

the wavelength is of light/ light is used. (The similarity

in style to a first grade reader is not completely accidental.)

Harris has conjectured that a less ultimate kernelization

would be preferable for various retrieval purposes, including

mechanized indexing. However where it is best to halt kernel-

ization for this purpose (or others) is still a question.

Mechanized kernelization, without regard to the problem

of where it is best to halt it, is still a problem for research.

Variations in linguistic expression of the same meanings

("same" at least for purposes of the retrieval system) are

minimized. The set of rules used for this purpose is often

called a "thesaurus". An input to a thesaurus rule might be

called an "entry", and is sometimes called a "keyword".

The output of a thesaurus rule is usually called a "heading"

or "head". The thesauric phase of document preparation consists

of marking all words anphrases which are entries with the

appropriate thesaurus headings.
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A variety of kinds of rules for headings are used.

Phrases which are to be treated as units, e.g. "side action"

are so marked. Phrases so marked might include all two and

three word sequences unbroken by punctuation and not con-

taining "empty" words,("the","and","of", etc..) (Luhn, a).

An entry expression (word phrase,or non-verbal

expression) may have as corresponding head a preferred

synonym; e.g. "side action" as entry may lead to the head

"side effect". Or an entry may be under a head which is

a synonym in some contexts, (partial synonym), e.g. "re-

action " and "biological response". If an entry expression

is too specific for purposes of the retrieval system, its

corresponding thesauric heading will be more general; e.g.

"butterfly" and "beetle" both may lead to the heading

"insect" in an electronics collection (Oswald et al). An

entry expression under a "more general" heading need not

even represent a species of the genus represented by that

heading, but simply have the heading occur in a definition

of thu entry; e.g. the entry "hypercalcemia" (an excess of

calcium in the blood) might be placed under the heading

"calcium" (Montgomery and Swanson ), even though hyper-

calcemia is not a species of calcium. Inflectional variants

of a word may be standardized to the same stem, for example,

"toxic", "toxicity","intoxicate", etc. moy tll bc standardized

to "toxic". However if such stem selection is attempted not

by rules specifying particular entry words but by general

truncation rules or affix removing rules (a list of affixes

being provided), difficulties can arise. For example,
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truncation may equate "differentiate" and "difference", when

they should be kept distinct (e.g. in a mathematical content).

(Luhn c, Bar-Hillel,b).

An entry may have more than one partial synonym as a

thesaurus head; for example "reaction" might have both

"biological response" and 'chemical transformation" as heads.

All heads might be added in such a case. Alternatively, if

thesaurus heads have some relationships among themselve

these might be used to help select the appropriate head. For

example, if "most" of the heads for "nearby" entries are

characterized in the thesaurus as "biologic", the "biologic

response" is the head selected for "reaction". How reliable

such procedures can be is not known.

The syntactic analysis can help some in reducing the

range of possible heads for an entry. For example, if "trains"

has been identified as a noun, then it does not mean "trains"

in the sense of "instructs". But syntactic information by

itself seems insufficient for resolving mechanized indexing's

mul-tiple problems. The experience of machine translation

suggests this, and the example of "reaction" illustrates it.

Each word and non-verbal text expression is assigned a

paragraph number, sentence number (in the paragraph), and

word number (in the sentence). In numbering paragraphs,

sentences, and words, decisions must be made about how to count

non-verbal expressions such as formulas and equations. The

numbering of expressions in such places as figures and footnotes



also requires special decisions. Further interesting questions

are whether the word counts and position numbering should take

account of pronoun replacements, phrases treated as units,

and syntactic rearrangements.

First and last paragraphs and first and last sentences

in paragraphs may be specially marked (Baxendale).

The first occurrences of non-empty words may also be

marked (Storm).

Each expression (word, unit phrase, thesaurus head, or

non-verbal expression) is marked with its frequencies in the

document. These frequencies include at least its absolute

frequencies in the whole document (Luhn a ) and in its

document place. Frequencies are weight d by the total number

of words (or words and other expressions) in the document,

perhaps
and-tthe total number in the expression's document place.

Frequencies are also weighted by the average frequency of

expressions in the document, and in the document places.

A frequency of an expression is also weighted by its

frequencies in various kinds of literature, "general"

literature and various special kinds of literature of interest

to the retrieval system. For- example, a document frequency of

the word "emotion" which is only average for "general"

literature may be quite significant for "electronics" liter-

ature in which the word is rare (Oswald et al, Bar-Hillel,a).
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Expressions which may not occur in the document or as

thesaurus heads marking it are added if they are "associated

closely" with expressions of the document, by any of a number

of association measures (Maron and Kuhns, Stiles, Needham,

Giuliano and Jones). The inputs for every proposed association

measure are: for each expression the number of documents in

which it occurs, an,' for each pair of expressions the number

of documents in which they co-occur. Weighting for document

places, (e.g. the expressions co-occur in the abstract),

syntactic roles, position, etc. have not been considered,

primarily because of computational difficulties. The

literature within which occurrences and co-occurrences are

counted may be the retrieval system's document collection or

the literature of some specified field.

The addition of closely associated expression carried

on through several "generations" of associations can add

expressions helpful for retrieval and otherwise absent

from the document. For example, a document may contain

"fungicidal" and be relevant to a search for documents on

"weatherproofing". If "fungicidal" occurs relatively frequently

with "fungus" in documents in the retrieval system (and this is

a measure of "close association") and "fungus" in turn is closely

enough associated with "weatherproofing", then "weatherproofing"

will be an expression added to the document (Stiles). In

general, association over several "generations" may add to a

document containing expression X and expression y which is

"similar in meaning" to X and therfore may have a "similar

environment" (similar close associations)(Giuliano and Jones).
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However, except in the vaguest sense of the expressions involved,

it is not known how true it is that "similar meanings" imply

"similar environments". And even if this is true in some precise

sense, it is still a question whether such "similarity of environ-

ment" is reflected in occurrences and co-occurrences of words and

phrases (the only expressions so far considered).

Decisions have to be made about whether expressions added

because they are closely associated are to be marked with any

document place, syntactic, thesauric, position number, or frequency

information (or analogues of these), perhaps on the basis of the

markings of some document expressions with which they closely

associate.

For references in the document which have themselves been

indexed in the retrieval system, the indexing terms (not necessarily

as definite index terms for the document being prepared) are added.(2)

The index terms of documents in the retrieval system whose biblio-

graphies "closely resemble" the bibliography of the document being

processed are also added (Salton, Kessler). In general, material is

added from documents "closely connected" to the processed document by

citation relations (e.g. the processed document and some others form

a small set within which citation is unusually frequent) (Salton,

Kessler) (2,3). And the material added need not be index terms

but may be title words, frequent words, etc., from the bibliograph-

ically related documents.

Decisions have to be made about whether expressions added

from bibliographically related documents are to be marked with any

analogues of place, syntactic, etc. information (e.g. more weight

for a reference in the first paragraph).
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As the last step in preparation for mechanized indexing,

each expression in the document is marked with an importance

measure, obtained by a dictionary look-up, appropriate for

that retrieval system. For example, in a physics retrieval

system, the words "how", "measure", and "protons" have

respectively weights of 0, 1, and 9 (Swanson b).

3. Indexing Rules

We now have a document in which there has been pronoun

replacement and each expression (word, unit phrase, non-verbal

expression, thesaurus head) is accompanied by information

about its document place, syntactic roles, position, frequencies and

importance measure. In addition, original document expressions

are accompanied by thesaurus heads. And the whole document

or expressions in it are accompanied by "closely associated"

expressions, and bibliographically related expressions,which

in turn may be marked with some analogues of place, syntactic,

position, frequencies, and importance measures.

This whole marked document is input to indexing rules.

These rules may select expressions which occurred in the

original text (unprepared document),select expressions

added during the document preparation, or assign terms on

the basis of the prepared document.

Selection rules of either kind assign a score to each

expression on the basis of some function of its marks and
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perhaps those of some other expressions in the document too

(e.g. other expressions near in position). The expressions with

the highest scores (e.g. highest 1%, first twenty, above some

absolute figure) are selected to be the indexing terms.

Some examples of original text selections are the following.
(Luhn a,b)

Most frequent words, (omitting "empty" words),tperhaps taking

account of some weighting of the frequencies (Oswald et al). Most

frequent words in first and last sentences of paragraphs (Baxendale).

Most frequent word pairs (omitting empty words) (Oswald et al).

Frequent non-"empty" words in kernels, and centers (gramatically

essential words) in kernels connected to frequent word kernels

(e.g. by if... then...) (Harris). Certain words whenever they

occur (Luhn a, Harris)..

Some examples of prepared text selections are a

thesaurus heading which occurs at least twice within two para-

graphs (Tuhn a), any thesaurus heading which occurs (Swanson b),

closely associated expressions (Stiles).

Assignment rules consists of a standard vocabulary of

indexing terms, and rules for determining a weight Wj for

each indexing term T. from any marked document which might

be an input to the assignment rules. Those terms with the

largest weights (by some measure) for a document are the

indexing terms for that document.

Some examples of proposed assignment rules are the
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following. Each word and index term are associated by a

weight, determined by the frequency of occurrence of that

word in documents indexed (by humans) with that term; the

words of a document to be mechanically indexed thus con-

tributea total weight to each index term, and the terms

with highest weights are assigned (Maron). Index terms

are class names in a classification obtained by factor

analysis (each factor determining a class); and each word

in a document (of those used in the factor analysis)

contributes as its weight to a factor its loading on that

factor; the heaviest weighted factors for a document are its

assigned terms (Borko and Bernick).

4. Several General Remarks on Mechanized

Indexing Methods.

In existing retrieval systems, many of the documents

examined are not indexed because they are not important

enough to process, and/or indexing them would "clutter up"

the system. If indexing can be mechanized, either quick

human selection must be feasible, or mechanical selection

(before document preparation or as a result of indexing rules).

Otherwise the cost of processing everything received must be

acceptable and this must not unduly "clutter up" the system

(e.g. too many trivially relevant documents in response to
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to searches). This question of document selection for indexing

has received almost no explicit discussion in mechanized

indexing literature, (An exception is Swanson, c). Perhaps

it would be usually satisfactory to have cerebral (human)

selection of papers for machine indexing. For example, people

familiar with the pharmaceutical indexing system at the

Merck Sharp & Dohme Research Center (Lansdale, Pennsylvania)

estimate that a specialist who now indexes could decide in

about a minute whether or not a paper should be indexed,

while it takes an average of fifteen minutes actually to

index a paper.

Two different retrieval systems may index the same

document in quite different ways, because of different user

interests. If mechanized indexing is feasible, where can

such differences of indexing enter? The two indexing systems

can differ in thesaurus rules, importance measures, the

choice of literature from which to derive weights for

document expression frequencies, or the choice of literature

from which to derive associations among expressions. And

even if there are no differences between the indexing pro-

cedures of the two retrieval systems in any of these document

preparation phases, if they use assignment indexing rules,

differences can enter there (even for the same indexing

vocabulary).
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Bar-Hillel has argued that good quality mechanized

indexing will not be feasible, at least for several decades

(Bar-Hillel a,b). He emphasized the frequent differences

between a literature searcher's vocabulary and a "relevant"

document's language, and expresses the opinion that such

differences cannot be successfully overcome by machine

methods.

The arguments are not conclusive, but are useful

reminders of difficulties. A "thesaurus", "closely associated"

terms, and "bibliographically related" material are each

intended to help meet this problem. Determining whether

they can do so satisfactorily presumably requires a great

deal of careful empirical study.

A specific remark of Bar-Hillel on digrams- (two word

sequences) needs some comment here. Suppose that digram

frequencies for some field of literature are needed, for

example to weight rigram frequencies in a document. For

8

the 10 digram8 in English he argues that "no practical

method is in view how to arrive at their relative frequency

list" (Bar-Hillel, a). However it might not be necessary

to consider 108 possible digrams separately. A sample of

N running words of text generates about N different digrams

(or trigrams .or n-grams). The frequency in the literature

sampled of any digram absent from the sample has an upper

limit set by the sampling error.
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It has been argued that mechanized indexing has the

advantage of consistency. The same program operating on the

same document will always produce the same result; while

different human indexers, and sometimes even the same

indexer at different times, often produce varying indexing

of the same document (Baxendale).

However this argument by itself says very little in

favor of mechanized indexing. For two humanly produced

index sets for a document which differ somewhat may both

be quite useful, though imperfect, while the index set

which the same program will always reproduce for the same

document may be worthless. Of what value is consistency

then?

A more recent illustration of a similar confusion

is to be found in the following passage. "Are human indexers

both self-consistent and consistent with one another? If

so, are they makihg choices consistent with effective

retrieval of the indexed information? If the answer to

both questions is 'yes', then clearly the intellectual

aspects of indexing are of much interest for further

analysis. If the answer turns out to be 'no', we might

reasonably conclude that the only reliable and effective

kind of human indexing is that which is already machine-

like in nature!(Montgomery and Swanson ) . This assumes

that the answers to the two questions may not be "no and

yes".
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5. Some Problems in Retrieval Testing of

Mechanized Indexing Methods.

The principal question about any proposed method of

mechanized indexing is a simple one: how good is the

indexing produced by the method? Unfortunately the sim-

plicity of the question is deceptive.

Indexing is done to aid retrieval. Therefore

indexing quality can seemingly be determined by measuring

the quality of the ret'rieval it permits (supposing such

measurement possible). "Classification and indexing are

necessarily the proper points of beginning C attempts to

improve retrieval since, once these operations have been

completed ... the die is already cast with respect to the

effectiveness of the library as an instrument for infor-

mation retrieval" (Montgomery and Swanson, p. 266). " to

determine the quality of mechanized indexing, supposing

retrieval quality can be measuredj take a collection

which has been mechanically indexed, perform retrievals on

the basis of the mechanized indexing, and see if the retrievals

are good enough" (O'Connor, p. 273).

This approach to measuring indexing quality assumes

that retrieval quality is the result only of indexing. But

retrieval quality may also be seriously influenced by

many other factors, which might be called "search aids".
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These include such factors as how the indexing vocabulary

.is arranged for consultation by searchers, what kind of

cross-references are provided, when searchers are distinct

from users,what the searchers' backgrounds are and the

nature of searchet-user communication (e.g. written or

in person), the delay between a search qqestion formulation

and first search results (determining how many search

cycles are feasible), and what kind of "intermediate

information" about selected documents is provided as output

(e.g. authors, titles, abstract, "tailored" output of

various kinds such as the contexts of certain words spe-

cified by the searcher, etc.)

These factors may have only a secondary effect on

retrieval, compared to the effect of indexing, but this is

not known. The Ramo-Wooldridge study has included some

varying of search aids (Swanson a). But the whole subject,

both particular cases and in general, needs much further

study.

For the sake of further discussion, let us assume

here that the quality of indexing can be determined by

measuring the quality of retrieval.

How can the quality of retrieval be measured?

One begins with a user of the retrieval system who

asks for documents of kind S, and who is able to determine,

when presented with a document, whether it is or is not
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of kind S. But then many distinctions have to be made.

Does the user want any one S document (to answer

a question), a few (to start on a subject), most in the

collection (for a good grasp of the subject), or all in

the collection (an exhaustiveness needed for scientific,

military, safety, or legal purposes)?

Does the user want, in addition to S documents,

"related" documents? These are not, S documents but are

likely to be of interest to someone looking for S docu-.

ments (especially if there are none of the latter). They

may be produced by a search as a matter of course, through

cross -references, the relatively general chafacter of

some search terms, etc.. For example, searching'the modi-

a
fications (brief descriptions) undertheading in the

Chemical Abstracts subject index leads to brief descriptions

of sought for documents if any appear there, and to modi-

fications representing other documents which share a

heading with the kind of document sought (Bernier). If the

user does want "related" documents, how can the quality

of retrieved "related" documents be judged? Presumably

the user judges; it was good to retrieve those "related"

documents he finds he is glad to have.

A user cannot always judge immediately whether or

not a document is of kind S. For example, in the Ramo-
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Wooldridge text searching study physicists judged the

relevance of documents to various questions (and even

checked one another's work). Nonetheless it sometimes

happened that a document judged irrelevant for a question

but retrieved f-or it, was found upon re-examination to

be relevant after all. In any such case the emphasis on

certain expressions and combinations of expressions in a

document, because they were used in searching, indicated

to a re-examining physicist a relevance previously

unnoticed (Swanson, a). A similar complication might be

involved when a user judges the value of "related" docu-

ments. The question concerning retrieval quality measure-

ment which this point raises is the following. How much

reflection and discussion should precede a user's final

judgment about the value of a retrieved document? For

the sake of further discussion, we shall assume we have

satisfactorily answered this question in some way.

In measuring the quality of output from some

retrieval system, do we want to measure it against some

absolute standard, or against the output of another

retrieval system for the same search questions?

Under some circumstances, comparative measurements

of two retrieval systems can be made by confining atten-

tion to the retrieved sets produced by the two systems.

For example, if retrieval questions are always for any
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one S document, and system A always produces at least one

while system B often does not, then enough information is

available.

However even if attention can be confined to retrieved

sets, the results may not always favor A. In that case a

satisfactory general measure of the value of a retrieved set

is needed, and this raises some problems. For example, should

all search questions be rated equally important, all documents

of kind S be valued equally, all "related" documents welcomed

by the user be graded equally, how much penalty should be

assigned for irrelevant documents retrieved, etc.? In simple

general terms, how shall the retrieval of a document set for

a question be graded? (4)

Problems similar to those described in the preceding

paragraph arise for tests of a retrieval system against an

absolute standard rather than by comparison with another

retrieval system. They can also be summarized as follows: how

shall the retrieval of a document set for a question be

graded?

For some kinds of retrieval question it is necessary

(in either absolute or comparison tests) to know how many

unretrieved documents of kind S there are. This problem has

beendealt with in several retrieval tests by preparing

question-relevant document sets, "saltiig" the collection
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with the, and then using the questions for searches (Cleverdon,

Mooers, Swanson a, Fels). This procedure has the disadvantage

that the retrieval questions are artificial, and it is uncertain

how important the differences might be between questions

arising from users' genuine information needs and questions

formulated for an experiment. Thus while the results of such

experiments are of interest, it is not clear how much we can

generalize from them.

The problem of determining which relevant documents

were not retrieved by a retrieval system under test might

be dealt with satisfactorily by an approach which would

permit real search questions from real users to be employed in

testing. A group of subject specialists cooperate to cover a

collection better than does any usual retrieval system. This

coverage might be a relatively slight extension of their

usual work. On a very part-time basis they then indicate

documents relevant to real retrieval questions which are

used for the test. (Apparently this method has not yet been

tried.)

A retrieval test which uses the method of either of

the preceding two paragraphs encounters the measure definition

problems described earlier for tests which only use retrieved
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sets, and other measure problems of a similar kind. How should

the document set retrieved for a question be graded, and

how should the non-retrieval of the rest of the collection

be scored?

In summary, attempts to determine the quality of

indexing by measuring retrieval quality encounter problems

presented by the role of search aids, evaluation of documents,

and evaluation of sets of documents, and may also face the

problem of identifying relevant documents not retrieved by

the system under test (5).

6. Indexing Duplication Studies

One alternative way of investigating mechanized

indexing methods empirically might be called an "indexing

duplication" study (O'Connor, Maron). Such a study is

probably much less expensive than retrieval testing.

An indexing duplication investigation is done in

the following way. Select a well-reputed retrieval system

I
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(admittedly a crude judgment), for which the subject

indexing has been humanly done. For-each indexing term

T, try to find a computer rule which will assign T to

just those documents assigned T by the human indexers.

(Since a few "false drops" are usually regarded as less

undesirable than a few relevant documents not retrieved,

a bit of overassigning of T by a computer rule might be

permitted). Since indexers occasionally err, important

cases should be double-checked with someone familiar with

the system's indexing.

An indexing duplication investigation should not

be called a 'test of mechanized indexing methods. For

one can always ask: how good, really, is the human

indexing being used as a standard? Such a study should

rather be thought of as a method of investigation. It

can provide specific empirical material suggesting

hypotheses about the interrelationships of subject3

occurring in - iuur~int (not yet a completely well-

defined concept), human indexing of the document, and

mechanized indexing of the document by various methods.

Results of such a study will be reported in other papers

(for some preliminary results, see O'Connor).
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7. Postscript

A detached observer of our culture might be

puzzled by our attempts to use machines for intellectual

work, such as subject indexing or language translation.

He might suggest that perhaps it would be more reliable,

quicker, and less expensive to educate many more people

to do intellectual work, and develop more machines for

menial jobs. Being detached, he wouldn't suggest that

this would also be more humane. He might elaborate what

he did say by remarking that we appear to have forgotten

that we know a great deal more about "programming" people

successfully to do intellectual work than we know about

programming machines for such purposes.

It is not inconsistent with the viewpoint of the

preceding paragraph (which is mine except that I'm not

detached) to be interested in mechanized indexing. The

subject is of pure scientific interest. Further, if we

continue to waste human intellectual potential, any

successful methods of computer indexing will be quite

valuable. And in a longer view, subject indexing is

relatively onerous compared to some other intellectual

work, therefore its successful mechanization would be

another transfer of drudgery from people to machines.
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NOTES

(1) The references to the bibliography and the bibliography

itself are intended to be selective rather than exhaustive.

(2) Garfield, Eugene, private communication.

(3) Sher, Irving, private communication.

(4) This paragraph has been much helped by discussion with

Russel Kirsch and Phyllis Baxendale.

(5) This whole section has been much helped by discussions

with Lea Bohnert.
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